FAI Anti-Doping Plan Review

In mid-May a new version of the FAI Anti-Doping Plan was sent out to all NACs and ASCs for review and feedback. We requested feedback on this plan by the end of June. Thanks to everyone who has responded. **It is not too late to put provide feedback if you still wish to do so.** The timescale now is the development of a formal plan for the review by the EB and WADA at the end of August. This will then be circulated to all FAI members by early September for review and adoption at the General Conference in Turkey in October. Should you have any feedback or questions please do not hesitate to contact the Anti-Doping Manager Ségalène Rouillon [antidoping@fai.org]

Other Anti-Doping Matters - Education

Work continues in parallel with the FAI Plan on the education plan and the comprehensive communication programme. May I recommend that your air sports persons visit the FAI website to review the educational material about anti-doping. Also well worth a visit is the WADA website where they have created a “digital library” - [http://library.wada-ama.org/](http://library.wada-ama.org/) which is very useful to help you find the appropriate information according to the needs of individual air sports persons.

WADA Consultation – Revised World Anti-Doping Code

WADA have published the first draft of their revised World Anti-Doping Code. This follows on from the submissions that closed in March this year. They have now requested feedback on the draft changes to the Code. This second consultation phase started on the 1st of June and runs through to October 10th, 2012 and WADA looks forward to feedback on this revised version to further enhance the document. Click this link for a Redlined Draft of the revised Code (Version 1.0)

<http://emilltrk.wada-ama.org/trk/r.emt?h=www.wada%2Dama.org/Documents/World_Anti%2DDoping_Programme/WADP%2DThe%2DCode/Review/Code%252D2015%252DReview%252D2015%252DCode%252D2015%2520%252DRedlined%252DDto%252D2015%2520%2520%2520%252DCode%252DEN.pdf&t=alzt&e=2wg&m>

The first consultation phase for the International Standards is also available for your review and comment. Click this link for the International Standards


Please provide feedback on these documents to the FAI Anti-Doping Manager [antidoping@fai.org] so that she can collate the comments and send them to WADA.